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Abstract: Sidenreng Rappang Regency is one of the rice providers in South Sulawesi Province in supporting food self-sufficiency in Indonesia. However, there are several problems faced by farmers in Sidenreng Rappang Regency, namely farmers have not been able to optimize their production results due to limited information in determining selling prices, while through a partnership pattern it makes it easier for farmers to obtain information about marketing and other problems, namely the length of distribution channels experienced by farmers. causing the selling price of rice to be classified as very low. The purpose of this research is to identify or study the partnership patterns and distribution channels that have been carried out by rice farmers in Sidenreng Rappang Regency. This research was conducted in Sidenreng Rappang Regency which took place in May-August 2020. The method used was observation and interviews involving 10 rice farmer respondents, then the data were analyzed to determine the implementation of the partnership pattern in the form of a descriptive method and to detect the distribution pattern of rice commodities. Based on the results of the research, the partnership pattern in the rice distribution channel in Sidenreng Rappang Regency is included in the category of general trading patterns, namely by marketing unhulled grain products to rice milling companies through intermediary traders. The implementation of the rice distribution channel system begins with farmers - collectors - rice milling companies, then distributed to two business actors, namely large companies and retailers to the final level to consumers.
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INTRODUCTION

Rice is one of the most important staple food products in the world, especially in Indonesia, rice is the main staple food for the majority of the population, be it for the upper, middle, and lower classes, this is because ≥ 95% of Indonesia's population consumes rice. The province that contributes to rice food in Indonesia is South Sulawesi Province. The harvested area for rice in South Sulawesi is 1.14 million hectares, with an estimated total production of 5.74 tons of GKG. If rice production is converted to rice using the 2018 GKG to rice conversion rate, the rice production is equivalent to 3.28 million tons of rice. Of the total production produced from several regions in South Sulawesi, one of them is the Sidenreng Rappang Regency with a total production of 524,214 tons (BPS, 2018).

With the high amount of production each year along with the high amount of demand for rice consumption each year to meet consumption needs, making rice a major and strategic commodity. (Syafullah, 2013) added that rice is a unique commodity. Rice has a strategic role in
strengthening food security, economic resilience, and national political security and stability. However, the problems faced by farmers in Sidenreng Rappang Regency are still not able to optimize their production results due to limitations in marketing, therefore through partnerships make it easier for farmers to obtain information about marketing, therefore farmers must choose based on bonds of trust that have an impact and the best benefits for farming. Through a partnership scheme, agribusiness companies often provide credit to small farmers, production facilities, information, and other means to enable farmers to reach all their needs in the production process (Priandika et al., 2015). (Suryana, 2009) adds that the partnership program can benefit farmers because of the positive perception of plasma farmers participating in the partnership program. This illustrates that farmers still need partnership support from other parties to increase their income. Another advantage of the partnership program with farmers is that if unwanted things happen, such as losses, the farmers do not bear it alone (Suharno et al., 2015).

Another problem is the very low selling price of unhulled rice, while the costs incurred by farmers have not been able to cover the production costs which will certainly have an impact on the welfare of farmers and decrease the amount of rice production. This is inversely proportional to the price received by consumers who obtain higher rice prices. The cause of this price difference is the length of the distribution channel. The length and shortness of the distribution channel that a commodity must pass through also has an impact on prices, which are reflected on the consumer side. The longer the distribution chain, the higher the final price of the commodity (Ahmad, 2012). Each of the distribution channel actors will take advantage of considering the packaging technology applied and the high transportation costs from one place to another to distribute the rice. So to overcome this, we need identification or study of the partnership patterns and distribution channels that have been carried out by rice farmers in the Sidenreng Rappang Regency.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This research was conducted in Sidenreng Rappang Regency starting from May to August 2020. This research used primary data and secondary data. The informants in this study were carried out by purposive sampling technique, namely the selection of informants was carried out deliberately with the consideration that people who have been known to have knowledge, experience, and understand the problems about the object under study (Sugiyono, 2015). Informants who are in accordance with the research needs are people who are directly involved in this matter are rice farmers by attracting 10 respondents. The data collection methods used in this study were observation and interviews. Analysis to determine the implementation of the partnership pattern in the form of descriptive and detection methods to determine the distribution channel of rice commodities requires a direct survey of farmers. The survey results will also be useful in knowing the behavior of producers, distributors, and retailers in the production price formation mechanism. Furthermore, distribution channels will be identified to find out whether there are other distribution channels related to the behavior of producers, distributors, and retailers in the formation of production prices and information will be extracted about the basis for pricing in each of these distribution channels.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

One of the efforts to improve distribution channels in farm marketing is by implementing a partnership pattern. According to (Nuryanti, 2005), one solution to reduce the number of marketing actors in the marketing chain is to build a partnership between farmers and marketing institutions facilitated by the government. The partnership pattern is a form of mutually beneficial cooperation between the two parties to achieve common goals.

The partnership pattern that occurs in the rice commodity marketing distribution channel in Sidenreng Rappang Regency is included in the category of general trade partnership patterns, where farmers market their products in the form of unhulled rice with rice milling companies through trusted intermediary traders, then the rice milling company distributes to various areas both in South Sulawesi and outside the South Sulawesi region. From the partnership pattern that has been established so far, farmers get information about the latest prices from the collecting traders. This is in accordance with the results of (Tiwu et al., 2019) research that the rice supply chain process will run if there are good interaction and communication between supply chain actors. However, usually, the position of collector traders is stronger in determining the quality of unhulled rice than the position of farmers so that the selling price of farmers is still low. This is in line with (Su’udi, 2018), who said that the longer the marketing system, the grain trading system still does not provide justice to farmers because it is more profitable for the traders. Hidayat (2019) added that the longer the distribution pattern and the number of institutions involved can actually reduce the benefits received by farmers as producers.
To See The Partnership Pattern In The Rice Commodity Marketing Distribution Channel In Sidenreng Rappang Regency, It Can Be Described As The Following Scheme:
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The picture above shows that the implementation of the partnership pattern in the rice commodity marketing distribution channel in Sidenreng Rappang Regency, in this case, the farmers sell their produce in the form of unhulled rice to collectors. Almost all farmers sell their crops in the form of harvested dry unhulled rice (GKP) because of the farmers' need for direct cash. According to (Sobichin, 2012), it is difficult to avoid direct selling of grain by farmers, because, in addition to farmers having urgent needs, in general, they also do not have adequate drying and storage facilities. (Saragih, 2015) add that rice farmers prefer to sell GKP compared to milled dry rice (GKG) because they want cash as soon as possible after harvest. This causes farmers' grain prices to have a very weak bargaining position in the marketing process.

In general, farmers can sell their produce at a higher selling price if they market it in the form of GKG (Milled Dry Grain) with a delay selling system. (Ishak et al., 2018) in his research results stated that farmers who delay selling occupy the top position in the economic structure of rice farmers. The delay in selling is done as a strategy to increase the profit margin from selling GKG. (Sari et al., 2019) adds that if farmers are able to hold their rice production and sell in dry conditions (GKG) or even carry out further processing (such as selling to consumers in the form of rice), surely farmers will get added value from post-harvest or processing carried out.

In marketing the farmer's grain, the price offered by collector traders to farmers is usually around Rp. 5000 / Kg. For the purchasing method, usually, the collector traders will come to the location after receiving a telephone call from the farmer. This is in accordance with the opinion of (Darus, 2018) which states that collecting traders will come directly to the farmer's place in carrying out the grain sales system. (Raspati et al., 2020) emphasizes that farmers do not sell their products directly to wholesalers or consumers but through collectors. Usually, these traders come directly to the location of the producer or even to the houses of the producers to buy the paddy fields so that the producers do not bear the transportation costs, while the payment methods made by the collectors when selling their products are in cash.

Collecting traders have ties of trust to market unhulled rice directly to rice milling companies. In this case, the collector traders get an average purchase price of grain to the company greater than the price offered to farmers with a price difference of Rp. 100 - Rp. 300 depending on the quality provided by the collecting traders. (Saraghi et al., 2017) argues that most of the collector traders buy...
farmers' crops in the form of GKP and sell them back to companies in the form of GKP as well and usually the position of the collector traders is stronger in determining the quality of grain compared to the position of farmers. After obtaining unhulled rice from collector traders, the company will process the dried unhulled rice into GKG (Milled Dried Grain), then the processing results in the form of rice are sorted and distributed to retailers and large companies in various regions. According to (Abubakar, 2019), the profit of rice milling companies can increase after processing it into the rice.

Furthermore, large companies and retailers market the rice directly to consumers with a price difference of Rp 7,450 and Rp 8,300, but large companies market their rice to consumers in the form of packages, it is different with retailers marketing the rice without packaging it first and in the end, the rice arrives, consumer. In addition, large companies also market packaged rice to retailers with a difference of Rp 900 and thereafter to be sold to consumers. So, large companies indirectly sell their packaged rice directly to consumers and retailers. (Partini, 2019) explains that in marketing there are several marketing channels, so there are differences in treatment in the marketing function, marketing costs, marketing margins, marketing profits, and others. (Nurdiana et al., 2020) also argues that in the distribution channel of rice marketing, each marketing component can sell and buy with two business actors, such as wholesalers buying from producers and selling to retailers, if there are no retailers, they can sell to end consumers, while retailers can also buy, from wholesalers and sell them to the final consumer.

Farmers also often market their products to the market for consumption needs, but first, the farmers process the unhulled rice into rice through a mobile grain factory with a production-sharing system, where the mobile grain factory will get 1 kg of rice for every 10 kg of unhulled rice. A profit-sharing system is a form of an unwritten agreement that tends to be modest in accordance with custom (Malik et al., 2018).

CONCLUSION

Based on the results and discussion above, it can be concluded that the partnership pattern in the rice distribution channel in Sidenreng Rappang Regency is included in the category of general trading patterns where farmers market their products in the form of unhulled rice with rice milling companies through trusted intermediary traders, then the milling company, rice distributes to various regions both in South Sulawesi and outside South Sulawesi. The rice distribution channel system begins with farmers - traders, collectors - rice milling companies, then distributed to two business actors, namely large companies and retailers to the final level to consumers, causing the selling price of rice to be classified as very low as a result of the length of the distribution channel.
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